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GROWING YOUR BUSINESS
Nurture your inner businessperson

N EW LI N E S

BAKER KNAPP & TUBBS, Plaza Suite �70

• Modern Elegance by Jacques Garcia

• Lexicon

DESIGNER FURNITURE GALLERIES, Atrium  Suite 

�38

• Woodland Furniture

• Debonair

• Charleston Forge

• Laneventure – Eddie Bauer Collection

ELINOR & VERVE, INC., Plaza Suite �68

• Budji – Filipino Antonio Collection

• Eduardo Martinez

• Valtezk

• City Studio

• Berman / Rosetti

• Colibri

GRANGE 

Atrium Suite ��0

• Provencal Collection

• Louis Philippe Collection 

J. GARNER HOME, INC., Plaza Suite �74

• Lexington

KELLY FORSLUND, Plaza Suite �58

• Brentano Surroundings Collection

KRAVET / LEE JOFA, Atrium Suite ��6

• Thomas O’Brien Textiles Vol. III

NORBERRY TILE, Atrium Suite ���

• Novustone (Green/Sustainable Product)

ROBERT ALLEN | BEACON HILL, Plaza Suite �8�

• Decorative Velvets – Beacon Hill

• Pure Style – Robert Allen

ROSEBANK DESIGN SHOWROOM, Plaza Suite �9�

• Dino Mark Anthony

• Emanuel Morez

• Kolkka

SCHUMACHER, Plaza Suite �90

• Matthew Patrick Smyth, Spring �008 Collection

STEPHEN E. EARLS SHOWROOM, Atrium Suite �3�

• Tesori

• Patricia Edwards

• Harrison Van Horn

• S&L Designs

TERRIS DRAHEIM, INC., Plaza Suite �88, �88A, �58

• Ted Boerner (Plaza Suite �88)

• Glouster (Exterior, Plaza Suite �58)

• Del Greco  (Exterior, Plaza Suite �58)

• O Ecotextiles (Green/Sustainable product,  

Plaza Suite �88)

TRAMMELL-GAGNé, Atrium Suite �05 / ��7

• Gretchen Bellinger

• Newman Studio, Inc. – Huevos Collection

• Mokum (Atrium Suite ��7)

N EW S H OWROOM S

TERRIS DRAHEIM ExTERIOR – Plaza Suite �58

TERRIS DRAHEIM – LE BOUDOIR, Plaza Suite �88A

Designers are known for their creativity, innovativeness and ingenuity—but business acumen? Maybe 

not. Of course that’s not to say designers can’t be businesspeople, but to kick it up a notch and be a suc-

cessful designer and entrepreneur, here are some things to keep in mind:

• Do your homework. Read books on business, surf the web for business resources, try to get a general 

understanding of marketing and sales. Remember—you need to sell yourself to your clients and 

design talent with good business sense will get you far.

• Branding, branding, branding. There is a lot of competition out there for design professionals includ-

ing HGTV, online design consultants, and people who call themselves designers. Differentiation is 

key—think about what you can provide that others cannot.

• Watch your capital. Many designers underestimate the cost involved in running a business. Take a 

careful look at the financials involved before you dive in and prepare for unforeseen expenses.

• Consider getting a coach or consultant. Coaches are people who are well-versed in the business world 

and are wise to the ways of starting a business. Have them help you write a business plan, marketing 

plan, target key customers, and figure out how to brand yourself.

• Timing is a serious issue. With the current challenges in the real estate market (see market perspective 

below), there is a ripple effect impacting designers because of a decline in demand for services. These 

are tough times for design professionals, and you really need to set yourself apart from the pack.

Real estate market perspective
Like most things, there are certain truths to real estate—location, location, location begin one 

of them. We sat down with Terry Allen of Coldwell Banker Bain to discuss interior design from 

the view of a Seattle-area luxury homes real estate agent. 

The question was inevitable, so we jumped in to ask about challenges in the current real estate 

market. Terry noted Seattle’s strong economy, and says he’s found people to be cautious but still 

buying. New to Seattle, this idea of waiting, Terry thinks current trends have made Seattle a 

more “normal” real estate market after many years of extraordinary performance. 

Buyer interest persists, and many things remain constant despite conditions of the market. In 

his 18-year career with Coldwell Banker Bain, Terry has seen many mistakes made by clients 

undereducated about design. “People often do not understand the value of working a trade 

professional—that you get a much better product (house) at the end, which often sells for more 

than its competitors,” says Terry. Since pedigree, as Terry calls it, is directly linked to value, he 

encourages designers to connect with real estate agents who can play a great part in referring 

new business. 

As for trends, Terry identifies recent revivals of certain areas in Seattle, likely true in other 

markets. Commuting is a recurring concern, and younger families are no longer hesitant about 

living in areas that had previously been avoided. In Seattle, neighborhoods like Capital Hill, 

Seward Park and Georgetown are experiencing growth and a budding “coolness.” 

When asked to provide two best ideas from the real estate world, Terry offered the following:

   Quiet elegance best translates to sales. Rooms and homes that are overly trendy, themed or 

personal do not hold appeal for long and generally do not sell as well. He adds that every-

thing will eventually sell, but maximized return on investment is regularly achieved with 

smart design that keeps an eye on long term value for the property.

   Terry often advises clients to update their homes every 10 years. “I really see this in selling 

houses,” notes Terry, “and as lifestyles or color trends change, home owners need to reinvent 

and bring the home current.” Voilà, design opportunity!

Special thanks to Fred Berns, a sales and marketing coach, author and professional speaker who trains design trade 

professionals worldwide how to use self-promotion to dramatically increase sales and profit. To learn more about Fred, 

please visit www.fredberns.com.

See page 3 for a list of tools and resources to help sharpen your business skills.
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A year is filled with many milestones— 

from holidays to birthdays, progression 

through the seasons to the end of the 

school year. No matter how familiar I 

am with these patterns, I am surprised 

again to realize that summer is just 

around the corner—perhaps more so 

because the beginning of summer also 

marks Hines’ first year at Seattle Design 

Center (SDC). 

The year has been a busy one for us, 

admittedly so for how much we’ve 

learned about the design industry. As for SDC 

milestones, we hosted our first Northwest Design 

Awards Gala and had the opportunity to meet 

some of this region’s best interior designers. 

Likewise, we were thrilled with NORDEX 2008 

and the chance to see so many of you here learn-

ing from industry leaders like Roger Thomas and 

Lori Weitzner. We just completed a pilot consum-

er program, called Eye on Design, with celebrity 

designer Kenneth Brown—and it was great to see 

more than 380 consumers at the design center 

interested in luxury design. The first year also saw 

improvement in the facility, all with the goal of 

improving your experiences at SDC.

As for year two, we look ahead to continued facil-

ity improvements, including an extensive land-

scaping project, work to bring the Plaza restrooms 

into this century, and continued enhancement of 

directional signage. On the program side, we will 

cycle through the major annual events and look 

forward to elevating these to reflect the best of the 

industry. I am eager to see what comes next, and 

hope to see you throughout the year.

Kathy O’Kelley, Senior Property Manager
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TEAM BAKER WALKING FOR WATER! 

SDC’s own Baker, Knapp & Tubbs showroom staff 

will be walking for water--Saturday, May 31 at Seward 

Park--to support clean drinking water projects for 

developing countries. Participants will learn what it 

means to carry 5 gallons of water for 5 kilometers. 

Baker staff is accepting donations toward this fund 

raising and awareness project--for more information, call 

the showroom at 206.763.3399. For more information 

about Water 1st, go to water1st.org.

ToolkiT
SCORE – Counselors to America’s Small Business

www.score.org

SCORE is a national organization that provides one-on-one business consulting, various busi-

ness workshops, and online tools in your local region to help you get started on your way to 

running a successful business venture.

The Beehive’s Entrepreneur Center

www.thebeehive.org

The Beehive is an all-encompassing website that connects you to important information about 

starting, managing and growing a business on a national and local level. Check out their 

Entrepreneur’s Center which will help you decide whether starting a business is right for you, 

and how to maintain it after launch.

The Experimental College at the University of Washington, Seattle

depts.washington.edu/asuwxpcl

The Experimental College has more than forty years of experience providing courses for uni-

versity students and non-students alike. For a small fee, you can take a class taught by a local 

professional. Course options include Financial Health 101, Using Social Media to Grow Your 

Business and Legal Survival Tools for Small Business.

Oregon eBiz Center

www.bizcenter.org

BizCenter is an organization that provides services to people who own or plan to own a small 

business in Oregon. They provide business counseling, training, information and technical assis-

tance for current or aspiring entrepreneurs.

up to 90%
savings
SATURDAY (ONLY)

JUNE 7,  2008
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Friends, family and 

clients are welcome!

Browse through 

hundreds of next-to-new 

showroom samples, 

marked up to 90%* off. 

*All items are first come, first served. 

All sales are final. Credit cards 

accepted. Enter showroom at 

5720 4th Avenue South. 

aturday (only)

S O FA S  A C C E S S O R I E S  A R M O I R E S  C H A I S E - L O U N G E S  D I N I N G -TA B L E S  A N T I Q U E S  C H A I R S  S I D E -TA B L E S  A R T  L I G H T I N G  

Seattle Design Center  ||  5720 Fourth Avenue South, Suite 254  Seattle, WA  98108  || tel 206.762.6776 || web Michaelfolks.com

Continued from page 2
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R E C E N T  A R R I V A L S

DESIGNER FURNITURE GALLERIES, INC., ATRIUM SUITE �38

Eddie Bauer Collection by Laneventure presents heirloom quality natural wicker with modern synthetic weaves, exotic finished 

metals, cast aluminum, painted cypress and teak furniture – all built to the highest standards via the most advanced technologies 

alongside fine, old world  handcrafting. This line also includes unique outdoor structures, fireplaces and accents to furnish complete 

living environments.  Includes beautiful and durable outdoor fabrics, pillows and custom trims.

TERRIS DRAHEIM, INC., PLAzA SUITE �88

Lex is a seat with attitude.  Designed by San Francisco-based furniture designer Ted Boerner, it has an anthropomorphic 

quality that will add drama and personality to any room. Exposed wood arms cantilevered from the back and the 

particular upward tilt of the seat give the chair a unique spirit and sense of movement.

STEPHEN E . EARLS SHOWROOM,

ATRIUM SUITE �3�

Tesori Luce Floorlamp — a trio of angled mahogany supports on 

gracefully splayed legs is accented by a Murano glass sphere dusted 

with 24-karat gold, creating a floor lamp that provides a touch of 

glamour to any room.

NORBERRY TILE, ATRIUM SUITE ���

Norberry Tile is proud to represent Novustone recycled countertop surfaces. 

Utilizing a wide range of pigments and 75-80 percent post consumer recycled glass, 

Novustone seeks to strike balance between commerce and conservation, doing so 

beautifully. Visit Norberry Tile or www.Novustonellc.com for more information.

BAKER KNAPP & TUBBS, PLAzA SUITE �70

A testament to Baker craftsmanship, the Saint-Tropez Cocktail Table is a simple, yet 

sophisticated form expertly rendered from cherry solids and finished in figured 

cherry veneers. Its seamless design is interrupted by a single carved line outlining 

the top and bottom shelf and a centering, slightly raised carved detail on each side 

mimicking the curvaceous form.
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ROSEBANK DESIGN SHOWROOM, PLAzA SUITE �9�

Kolkka specializes in custom handcrafted metal furniture, architectural products, 

accessories and finishes that combine contemporary styling with a level of classic 

sophistication. Featured here is the Inman Desk, a classic, clean iron-based desk 

finished in nickel with ¾” glass that fits into any style.

SCHUMACHER, PLAzA SUITE �90

Matthew Patrick Smyth adds his unique sense of classic style and elegance to 

his new collection for Schumacher. Based on Matthew’s discoveries of antique 

textiles, furnishings and couture fashion, these designs have been reinterpreted 

into a beautiful collection of shimmering silks, graphic plaids and textural linen 

prints. Featured here is Vallier Vine, which has been adapted from an eighteenth 

century French resist print.

TRAMMELL-GAGNé, ATRIUM SUITE �05

The Huevos Lounge Chair features a bold signature oval open arm and generously 

pitched seat and back. It is yet another example of designer Mark Newman’s 

endless creativity and playful attitude about bringing his unique perspective 

to the marketplace. At home in modern and retro interior schemes, this new 

silhouette for a chair is destined to become a classic.

ROBERT ALLEN | BEACON HILL, PLAzA SUITE �8�

Inviting to the touch and appealing to the eye, the luxurious allure of velvet 

transcends time. Velvets made of silk, linen and even bamboo are offered in 

distinctive designs, including a rich embossed floral, a zebra stripe in a cut and 

uncut velvet rib, and an ornate lace-inspired panel stripe. 

ELINOR & VERVE, PLAzA SUITE �04

Colibri offers a full line of handcrafted original and reproduction furniture 

inspired by seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth century Spanish Colonial 

furniture, utilizing traditional techniques and rich quality finishes. Moorish arts 

play an integral part in the designs, including “artesian” geometric paneled wood 

and spindles. Featured here is the Ibiza Chest, inspired by Moorish geometric 

drawer panels, finished with antique light walnut and worn gold details.
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G.R. HEDGES, SUITE 36�
Specialty: Interior furnishings; bedding, lighting and accessories

Top lines: Oly Studios, Noir Trading, Hekman/Woodmark

What you may not know: G.R. Hedges carries much more than bedding, including furniture, accessories and 

lighting, plus custom upholstery services. In addition, designers can buy products right off the floor.

LAUREL ANN STUDIOS CUSTOM LAMPS & SHADES, SUITE 367
Specialty: Custom lampshades

Top lines: Couture hand-sewn shades, handmade trims, and vintage, one-of-a-kind lamps

What you may not know: Laurel Ann Kulseth has a background in graphic design and learned the custom 

trade of shades and lighting after purchasing an existing business. Her favorite showroom design changes 

on a weekly basis, she is constantly trying out new ideas in the showroom.

NEW DIMENSIONS FRAME & MIRROR, SUITE 37�
Specialty: Custom mirrors and art framing

Top lines: House of Mercier Fine Art, Roma Moulding, Larson Juhl

What you may not know: New Dimensions has temporarily expanded their ready-made mirror selection 

into plaza suite 379 with mirrors that can be purchased and taken immediately, no ordering required. 

They also maintain a Bellevue showroom and production facility to meet designers’ needs.

TExTURES, INC., SUITE 38�
Specialty: Floor covering, gifts and accessories

Top lines: Masland Carpets, Ralph Lauren Carpet, Unique Carpets, Ltd.

What you may not know: Textures offers custom-designed broadloom and area rugs. Clients have been 

asking for wool and reusable products—as a result, they’re seeing a lot of texture and tone on tone  

patterns.

HUNTER DOUGLAS, SUITE 385
Specialty: Window fashions

What you may not know: Hunter Douglas’ iMagine™ Design Center, available at hunterdouglas.com, 

allows you to preview window options virtually—see styles, colors, materials and fabrics of any Hunter 

Douglas product. 

FIxTURE UNIVERSE, SUITE 390
Specialty: Kitchen and bathroom fixtures

Top lines: Forms & Fixture, Cifial, Du Verre Hardware

What you may not know: Many of Fixture Universe’s manufacturers will do custom work—from fireplaces 

to gold plated bathtubs and many fixtures in between. As for trends, clients are asking for green prod-

ucts; high efficiency plumbing products like dual flush toilets, and self cleaning bathtubs which eliminate 

the need for harsh chemicals.

LIGHTING UNIVERSE, SUITE 39�
Specialty: Decorative lighting

Top lines: LBL Lighting, Eurofase, Archeo Venice

What you may not know: Lighting Universe offers lighting design services which can create lighting plans 

and electrical schedules, including whole home dimming systems.

ANDONIAN RUGS, SUITE 39�
Specialty: Fine area rugs, expert cleaning and repair

Top lines: Tufenkian Armenian Carpets, Tufenkian Tibetan Carpets, Tufenkian Artesian Carpets by 

Mark Pollack *new this spring

What you may not know: Andonian offers full service and takes exceptional care in building relationships 

with designers. They are an excellent resource for cleaning, repair, customization, pad and more.

IN FOCUS — PLAzA | 3
We met with showroom owners and managers from Plaza third floor to learn more about each  

showroom. We invite you and your clients to explore the showrooms on Plaza | 3 to learn more about 

customization, products available off the floor, green solutions, and new technology.

BOOKSHELF f r om

Please visit the showroom to browse an exquisite array 
of fine interior and exterior collections. 

Where ideas flourish. 
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Kenneth Brown’s first visit to Seattle

Seattle Design Center kicked off a new con-

sumer event, Eye on Design, Saturday, April 

19. Showrooms had an open door policy with 

the goal of educating consumers about the 

resources available at SDC. 

The event began with celebrity interior design-

er Kenneth Brown as guest speaker. Brown, 

whose show reDesign is featured on HGTV, 

was as enthusiastic and charming as his TV 

persona. He talked through various before 

and after slides of his work, while providing 

humorous insider anecdotes about several 

episodes of reDesign. 

Brown constantly stressed the importance 

of hiring a designer to maximize design, 

and even joked about designers doubling as 

therapists, working with and listening to both 

husband and wife to keep the remodel (and 

marriage) going smoothly. He wrapped up 

his presentation with a question and answer 

session and gave useful design advice.

For the remainder of the day, Seattle Design 

Center offered guided tours to orient first-

time visitors to the building. Attendees could 

also “speed date” with seventeen SDC design-

ers at the Meet Your Designer tables to learn 

more about working with a designer. 

Special thanks to Kenneth Brown, attendees, 

participating designers, showrooms and event 

sponsors for making the event such a success. 

NoRDEX 2008
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And the winners are…

$1200 travel voucher – Beth Kent, Beth Kent Interior Design

Bon Vivant School of Cooking membership (20 credits) – Mary Aaselund, Heritage Gallery & Interiors

Private glassblowing lessons with Seattle Glassblowing Studio – Susan Brockway, Brockway Designs

Kathryn Kimball, Lori Weitzner 

and Roger Thomas celebrate at 

SDC’s ‘35 the new 25’ party.

Check out Roger Thomas and Lori Weitzner presentations on seattledesigncenter.com.www

Ted Boerner seated in his own design —  

the Lex chair at Terris Draheim.

Arthur Sager, VP sales and marketing/consultant for Mokam, showcases new textiles 

with Tom Hunter, owner of Trammell-Gagné.
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CATALINA PEDESTAL TABLE

f r om

Please visit the showroom to browse an exquisite array 
of fine interior and exterior collections. 

Where ideas flourish. 

The list of celebrity designers and well-known manufacturers was impressive at NORDEX 2008.

We captured a few on camera enjoying market and SDC’s 35th anniversary party. 
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P R E S O R T E D

S T A N D A R D

U S  POS TA g E

P A i D
S E AT T L E ,  WA

PERmiT NO. 9556

5701 Sixth Avenue South, 
Suite 378

Seattle, WA  98108

seattledesigncenter.com
H I N E S

BY D E S I G N GO N E G R E E N | This project was produced using ColorGraphics “Green” Process. Burgo Endeavour Velvet Text is made from 25% post consumer waste. 
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Rosebank
design showroom

A C C E N T S  &  L I G H T I N G  

Abigails

Arte Italica

Bradburn Gallery

Castilian

Chelsea House

Frederick Cooper

Hammerton

Hart Lighting

Jan Barboglio

Remington Lighting

Richard Ray Lighting

Sarreid

Solaria

Willow Art Group

L I N E N S

Anichini

Bonjour of Switzerland

Marge Carson Custom Bedding

Tomasini

F U R N I T U R E

Bausman and Co.

Classic Leather

David Michael

Dino Mark Anthony

Emanuel Morez

Harden Furniture

Kolkka

Marge Carson

Old Biscayne Designs

PPM Collections

Regal Custom Upholstery

St. Timothy Chair

Stanford Furnitrue

Style Upholstery

f e a t u r i n g
D I N O  M A R K  A N T H O N Y

S E AT T L E  D E S I G N  C E N T E R

5701 Sixth Avenue South, Suite 292, Seattle, WA 98108    

p  206.762.2444, f  206.763.2932 e  info@rosebankdesign.com

w  rosebankdesign.com 

|


